In this study, rational design for Bacillus thermocatenulatus lipase (BTL2) was carried out to lower the activation barrier for hydrolysis of short-chain substrates. In this design, we used computational models for the enzyme-substrate (ES) complexes of tributyrin (C4) and tricaprylin (C8), which were generated through docking and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. These ES complexes were employed in steered MD (SMD) simulations with Jarzynski's equality to estimate their relative binding free energies. Potential mutation sites for modifying the chainlength selectivity of BTL2 were found by inspecting the SMD trajectories and fine-tuning the volume and hydrophobicity of the cleft. Seven mutations (F17A, L57F, V175A, V175F, I320A, I320F and L360F) were performed to cover three binding pockets for sn-1, sn-2 and sn-3 acyl chains. The relative binding free energies of the mutant ES complexes formed by C4 and C8 ligands were calculated similarly. The experimental routines of protein engineering including site-directed mutagenesis, heterologous protein expression and purification were performed for all lipases. Steady-state specific activities towards C4 and C8 were determined for wild-type and mutant lipases, which gave an estimate of the relative change in the binding free energy of transition state complex (ES ‡ ). The chain-length selectivity of mutants was determined from the relative changes in the activation barrier of hydrolysis of C4 and C8 triacylglycerol with respect to wild-type using computational and experimental findings. The most promising mutant for C4 over C8 preference was found to be L360F. We suggest that L360F may be at a critical position to lower the activation barrier for C4 and elevate it for C8 hydrolysis.
Introduction
Hydrolysis of naturally occurring fats like triacylglycerols (TAGs) is an important industrial operation owing to the significant number of high-value products that require fatty acids in their manufacture (Pronk et al., 1988; Tan et al., 2010) . Lipases (triacylglycerol acylhydrolases, EC 3.1.1.3) are particularly important for such industrial processes because they selectively hydrolyze TAGs (Schmid and Verger, 1998; Jaeger and Eggert, 2002) . The lipase originating from Bacillus thermocatenulatus (BTL2) displays its highest hydrolytic activity towards the short-chain tributyrin (C4) TAG (Schmidt-Dannert et al., 1996; Quyen et al., 2003) . BTL2 is also a thermostable lipase with an increased tolerance to high temperatures, which makes it particularly suitable for industrial processes that are usually operated under non-optimal conditions (Zentgraf and Ahern, 1991; Hult and Holmquist, 1997; Schmid and Verger, 1998; Sharma et al., 2001; Haki and Rakshit, 2003) . More specifically, BTL2 could be an alternative biocatalyst especially for the hydrolysis of short-chain lipids as in dairy industry (Shetty, 2006) , as well as for the production of bio-butanol (Durre, 2007) . From this perspective, it is of interest to improve the efficiency of BTL2 in the above processes by designing analogs with improved C4 selectivity.
Understanding the kinetics of TAG hydrolysis by BTL2 is essential to achieve such aims because the kinetics parameters of the hydrolysis reaction are required for determination of the catalytic preference in lipases (Malcata, 1996) . However, lipases including BTL2 follow interfacial kinetics scheme, which is more complex than the Michaelis -Menten models, primarily due to the formation of the enzyme -substrate (ES) complex at the water -lipid interface (Verger and Haas, 1976) . According to the interfacial kinetics, lipase first interacts with the interface formed by several TAG molecules. This results in the activation of the lipase, and after this point, single TAG molecule binds to the catalytic cleft of lipase to form the ES complex of hydrolysis reaction (Ransac et al., 1991) . The binding affinity of this ES complex is essential in the assessment of the activation barrier for the lipid substrate in hydrolysis reaction, although experimental determination of this parameter from lipase assays and kinetics may be challenging (Macrae and Hammond, 1985; Malcata, 1996) due to the physical properties of TAGs (Ransac et al., 1991; Hoppe and Theimer, 1996) .
As an alternative, computational methods can be employed to quantify binding affinity of the ES complex, which is critical in the determination of catalytic preference in lipases. For example, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations have the ability to model ES complexes accurately, and could be used for this purpose. Because most biological complexes shuttle between two equilibrium states at time scales that are beyond the reach of current MD simulations, their equilibrium dynamics cannot be replicated in a straightforward manner. Nevertheless one can overcome this problem by using biasing or adaptive methods. A popular choice is to use the steered molecular dynamics (SMD) simulations together with Jarzynski's equality (Jarzynski, 1997) to calculate the binding free energies of ligand-receptor complexes (Ludemann et al., 2000; Gu et al., 2009; Guallar et al., 2009; McLean et al., 2009; Perakyla, 2009; Pongprayoon et al., 2009; Claxton et al., 2010; Knapp et al., 2010; Bu et al., 2011; Pesce et al., 2011) . The method is based on guiding the system from one equilibrium state to another by applying external forces (Isralewitz et al., 2001; Park et al., 2003) , which can be seen as an in-silico counterpart of singlemolecule experiments that utilize atomic force microscopy (Phillips et al., 2005) . According to Jarzynski's equality, the Boltzmann average of the work functions obtained from the SMD simulations provides an estimate of the potential of mean force of the ligand along the reaction coordinate, which approaches the true value when the system is sampled sufficiently (Jarzynski, 1997) . Because SMD is a pathdependent method, it can also be used in searching for a ligand's pathways (Martinez et al., 2006; Sonoda et al., 2008; Perakyla, 2009) . Furthermore, the trajectory data obtained from SMD simulations provide a wealth of information which can be utilized, for example, in finding the critical enzyme residues that strongly interact with a ligand along its path. Such information would be very useful in rational design of enzyme analogs with improved selectivity properties for a particular ligand. For instance, SMD method was used for identification of critical residues for probing the product expulsion mechanism in a hydrolase (Bu et al., 2011) .
While SMD simulations are less laborious and easier to implement compared with other path-dependent approaches such as umbrella sampling MD simulations, they require relatively more computing time to obtain the same level of accuracy (Bastug and Kuyucak, 2007a, b; Bastug et al., 2008) . However, this is not an impediment if one is mainly interested in ranking of mutants relative to BTL2 rather than the accurate values of their absolute binding free energies. Similarly, inaccuracies in force fields such as missing polarization interaction (Bastug and Kuyucak, 2006; Bastug and Kuyucak, 2007a, b) are expected to affect the absolute binding free energies of ligands but not their relative values. Thus, SMD simulations should be sufficient for modeling the binding of TAG molecules to BTL2.
Implementation of such computational methods relies on the availability of the high-resolution information on the lipase structure, which may not always be the case. BTL2 stands out among others for its recent crystal structure (PDB ID: 2w22), where it is captured in the open conformation (Carrasco-Lopez et al., 2009) . Molecular docking approaches can be used with the open structure of BTL2 to predict the correct orientation of the substrate in the ES complex.
Hence, the open conformation structure corresponding to activated lipase will be instrumental in modeling of the ES complex of hydrolysis and designing of BTL2 analogs with altered catalytic preference.
We report the protein engineering of the lipase BTL2 aiming to modify the activation barrier of C4 TAG hydrolysis relative to that of tricaprylin (C8). For this purpose, seven mutants were predicted from the cleft region and analyzed using computational and experimental methods for the appraisal of the C4/C8 selectivity in terms of activation barrier; DG z T . The binding free energy of the ES complex at the interface, which is a challenging problem experimentally, was calculated using the SMD method with Jarzynski's equality. Here, the use of SMD method not only provided us with the prediction of the binding affinity of ES complex, but also enabled us to inspect the dynamics of the ES complex for rational design purposes. In the experimental section, the steady-state-specific activities C4 and C8 TAG for all lipases were measured in titrimetric assays. The computational methodology gave us the relative changes in the substrate binding free energy of the mutants with respect to wild-type which corresponds to DDG S and the experimentation was used to estimate the relative change in the binding free energy of the transition state complex which corresponds to DDG ‡ . Combining these findings, we obtained the relative change in the activation barrier DDG z T of mutants with respect to the wild-type. The combined approach described in this study can be used for other lipases and enzymes to investigate their complex reaction mechanisms via single molecule models and also, to design enzymes with altered substrate-selectivity.
Computational and experimental methods

Structure preparation
For BTL2, we used the crystal structure captured in the open conformation (PDBID: 2W22). TAG molecules with a glycerol as the head group tailed with either C4 or C8 chains were used as the ligands (The computational section was performed using the SGI Altix cluster at the National Computational Infrastructure (Canberra).). The initial poses for the BTL2-TAG complexes were determined using AutoDock Vina. The method predicts the dominant complexes of proteins and ligands with known three-dimensional structures by decomposing their interaction energy into electrostatic, Lennard-Jones, hydrogen bonding, torsional and solvation energies, which are calculated over a pre-defined grid that includes the binding region (Morris et al., 1998) . We used AutoDock Vina here as it is both faster and more accurate, especially for relatively large ligands with many rotatable bonds such as TAGs (Trott and Olson, 2010) . During docking, the ligand was treated as flexible, and the lipase as the receptor was kept rigid. C4 TAG possesses a torsion tree of 14 rotatable bonds, which rises to 26 in the case of C8 TAG. The complex configurations obtained from docking were analyzed according to the poses and their scores. In choosing the final configuration of the complex, we used the condition that the catalytic distance and orientation should match as closely as possible to those found in the crystal structure (Carrasco-Lopez et al., 2009) .
To prepare the systems for SMD simulations, the BTL2-C4 and BTL2-C8 complex structures obtained from docking were placed in a box and solvated with a 100 mM NaCl solution. The metals (Ca and Zn) found in the crystal structure (2W22) were included in all of the complex structures used in this study. The C4 system was composed of 55 000 atoms with dimensions 72 Â 83 Â 92 Å 3 , and the C8 system had 57 000 atoms with dimensions 82 Â 83 Â 97 Å 3 . We have performed MD simulations for the resulting systems using the NAMD program (Phillips et al., 2005) with the CHARMM22 parameters (MacKerell et al., 1998; Brooks et al., 2009) , which include the correction map (Feig et al., 2003; MacKerell et al., 2004 ). An NpT ensemble was used in MD simulations with periodic boundary conditions along with the long-range Coulomb interactions computed using the particle-mesh Ewald algorithm. Pressure was kept at 1 atm. and temperature at 300 K using the Langevin pressure and temperature coupling. A time step of 2 fs was used in all MD simulations. Following a 1000-step energy minimization, the two systems were simulated for 1 ns. In both systems, the ligand was observed to remain in a stable configuration consistent with the crystal structure. Snapshots of the complex structures obtained from the MD simulations are given in the supporting information. Visual molecular dynamics was used for visualization of structures and analysis of trajectories (Humphrey et al., 1996) .
The mutant enzyme structure and coordinate files were generated using the NAMD plugin Mutator1.3. Mutations were chosen so as to increase/decrease the cleft volume available to the acyl chains of the C8 TAG. In order not to disturb the binding of C4, only the residues that interact with the fifth and further carbon atoms of the C8 acyl chains were considered for mutation. For this purpose, pair distances of the C8 ligand's fourth and fifth carbons with the side chain atoms of the selected lipase residues were measured for the initial SMD runs. The residues that yielded pair distances ,10 Å with the fifth carbon of the C8 ligand were considered in site-directed mutagenesis. Four different mutants with single amino acid changes (L57F, V175F, I320F and L360F) were considered. Two residues from the sn-1 pocket (V175 and I320) and one residue from the sn-3 pocket (F17) were also mutated to alanine to further investigate the effect of volume change in the binding. The side chains of all of the selected residues pointed towards the cavity and did not have any interactions with the protein backbone. The active site residues were excluded in mutagenesis studies to avoid substantial decrease in lipase activity.
Initially we have constructed the mutant systems following the same protocols as in the wild-type systems. However, for the mutant systems, L57F, V175F, I320F and L360F, this has resulted in a wrong conformation of the C8 ligand (e.g. the catalytic pairings observed in the crystal structure were lost and the position of C8 ligand was shifted along the z-axis). We have, therefore, introduced restraints on the ligand, which were gradually relaxed during equilibration. The head group carbons of the ligands were initially restrained with a harmonic force of 10 kcal/mol/Å 2 , which was reduced to zero in five equal steps over the course of a 500 ps MD simulations. With this procedure, we have been able to obtain complex structures that were consistent with the crystal structure. Again each mutant system was then simulated without restraints for 1 ns to provide the initial configurations for the SMD simulations.
SMD simulations
The starting structure files for SMD simulations were taken from the MD simulations. Each starting configuration was equilibrated in the absence of external forces before the SMD method was used to pull the ligand from the receptor's cleft. We have chosen the cleft axis as the reaction coordinate which was aligned with the z-axis for convenience. Despite the fact that the cleft is buried 14 Å deep into the protein core, a straight path can still be drawn from the catalytic triad to the cleft opening, which allows use of a unidirectional force in SMD simulations. The third carbons of all acyl chains in C4 and the seventh carbons of all acyl chains in C8 were selected as the SMD atoms to apply pulling forces. A harmonic force with a constant k ¼ 20 kcal/mol/Å 2 was cantilevered to a dummy atom placed at the center of mass of the three SMD atoms of each ligand, which is distributed among the three carbon atoms. The ligand was pulled at a constant speed v until it is completely dissociated from the enzyme. Pulling speeds from 20 to 2.5 Å /ns were considered, and the speed of 5 Å /ns was found to yield optimum results for accuracy vs. computing time. The total force experienced by the ligand is given by the equation:
where z is the displacement of the dummy atom from the initial time to time t. The pulling lasted for about 8 ns for both ligands which corresponds to a pulling distance of about 40 Å . Ten independent SMD simulations were performed for each ligand, which provide sufficient sampling of the system. The work function for each SMD trajectory was calculated from the line integral of the force in Equation (1), and the potential of mean force (PMF) was determined from the individual work functions using Jarzynski's equality (Jarzynski, 1997) :
where DG S is the free energy difference, W is the work function, k B is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature. The same procedure was used in calculation of the PMF's of ligands bound to the mutant enzymes.
Site-directed mutagenesis and expression
A 1167-bp DNA fragment corresponding to the BTL2 gene was cloned into pMCSG-7 (obtained from DNASU plasmid repository) backbone using primers containing ligation-independent cloning sites as described previously (Eschenfeldt et al., 2009) . We carried out site-directed mutagenesis by the overlap extension-polymerase chain reaction (OE-PCR) strategy which is as effective as kit-based approaches (Ho et al., 1989) . Because usage of ligation-independent cloning is proved for efficient handling of large number of clones (Stols et al., 2002) , cloning procedures were ligation-free. Seven different single mutations were generated in OE-PCR using two PCR products amplified for each mutant: (i) forward as BTL2_lic and reverse as mutant reverse primer; (ii) forward as mutant forward primer and reverse as BTL2_lic. The primer sequences are given as supplementary information in Supplementary Table SI-1. Escherichia coli (E.coli) XL1-Blue strain was used for cloning steps and propagation of all plasmids used in this study. Escherichia coli SHuffle w Express (New England Biolabs, NEB) were used as the heterologous host for protein expression. Escherichia coli cells were cultivated at 378C with 260 rpm shaking in Luria-Bertani media (low salt formulation) supplemented with appropriate antibiotics, and each E.coli SHuffle w Express clone-wild-type and mutants-were induced with isopropyl-b-D-thiogalactopyranoside at a final concentration of 1 mM.
Lipase purification
Nickel-coated beads of poly-histidine-tagged proteins (GenScript) were used for affinity purification of wild-type and mutant lipases. Sodium phosphate buffer at 20 mM Enhancing tributyrin complementarity to the catalytic cleft of lipase provided with 50 mM imidazole during binding and 500 mM imidazole during elution steps. A 10 kDa Filter Concentrators (Millipore) were used for buffer-exchange of 20 mM sodium phosphate pH 8.0 against 500 mM imidazole. The quantities of the purified lipases were measured in Bradford protein assays (Bradford, 1976) and sodium dodecyl sulfatepolyacrylamide gel electrophoresis was used to test the purity of the lipases ( Supplementary Fig. SI-5 ).
Lipase assays
We have performed lipase assays at saturating conditions to measure steady-state activities. Specific activities of BTL2 and mutants were measured in enzyme assays using emulsifications of C4 and C8 TAGs at final concentrations of 150 mM with 5% (w/v) gum arabic as a stabilizer. Sodium phosphate (20 mM) at pH 8.0 was used as reaction buffer and hydrolytic activity was measured using purified lipases by direct titration of fatty acids as described (Wrolstad, 2001 ) and 1 unit is defined as the amount of enzyme to liberate 1 mmol fatty acid in 1 min. The reactions were performed at room temperature ( 300 K) to be consistent with computational models and repeated two times to test for reproducibility.
Profiling Gibbs energy diagrams
The Gibbs free energy diagrams for mutants were profiled using two terms, DDG S and DDG ‡ . DDG S is the difference in the binding free energy of mutants relative to wild-type and was calculated directly by SMD. The substrate binding free energy DDG S is valid only when the K S is being equated to K M meaning that the deacylation rate is slower irrespective of chain length (Malcata et al., 1992) . The specific activity measurements correspond to the steady-state activity under saturating conditions assuming that there are no allosteric interactions/feedback-related change in k cat . The fold changes in steady-state-specific activities of mutants with respect to wild-type -correlated to the ratio of k cat mt =k cat wt -correspond to the logarithmic factor of the change in binding free energy of ES ‡ complex mutant with respect to wild-type (DDG ‡ ). DDG ‡ was calculated as follows:
The catalytic preference (DDG z T ) of mutants with respect to wild-type was calculated from DDG Fersht, 1985) .
Results and discussion
ES complex models
The lipase structure in the ES complex of TAG hydrolysis has been characterized to possess an open-lid (Ransac et al., 1991) and by the presence of the oxyanion hole (Cygler and Schrag, 1997) . The crystal structure of BTL2 (PDB ID: 2w22) used in our models satisfied these characteristics because it was captured in the open conformation and also possessed the oxyanion hole (Carrasco-Lopez et al., 2009) . The correct orientation of the TAG substrate in the ES complex was found with the molecular docking methods. The TAG molecule (C4 or C8) was placed in the catalytic cleft of 2w22 structure to generate corresponding ES complex for BTL2-TAG. These predicted complex structures were refined by MD in the absence of external forces. The validity of the ES complexes was assessed in terms of the catalytic triad (S114, H318 D359) orientation, the close proximity of the catalytic serine (S114) to sn-1 carboxyl ester of TAG molecules and the correct positioning of acyl chains of TAG ligands in the binding pockets of 2W22 structure (see supplementary information for results of the assessments and bound ES complex configurations). The net outcome of the docking and MD methods was the ES complex models for BTL2-C4 and BTL2-C8 TAG. These ES complexes were then used in SMD simulations to calculate the binding free energy of TAG substrates to BTL2. Previously, BTL2 was shown to have the highest hydrolytic activity (100%) towards C4 followed by C8, which has about half of the activity of C4 (Quyen et al., 2003) . It has about 20% relative activity towards C6, C10 and for the longer chains, the activity is even lower than that. Therefore, C4 and C8 TAGs were the most appropriate pair for investigation of the chain-length selectivity of BTL2 in terms of the activation barrier. Moreover, not considering larger molecules than C8 TAG ensured balance between the computational cost and accuracy especially for the SMD calculations because this approach works reasonably well for small molecules but it becomes increasingly unreliable for larger ligands (Bastug and Kuyucak, 2007a, b; Christ et al., 2010; Chen and Kuyucak, 2011) .
Wild-type PMFs for TAG binding
The work functions obtained from 10 SMD trajectories and the corresponding PMF profiles obtained using Jarzynski's equation (black line) are given for the C4 and C8 ligands in Fig. 1 . The catalytic cleft of BTL2 is 14 Å in-depth (Carrasco-Lopez et al., 2009), but a flat PMF shape in Fig. 1 becomes evident only after a pulling distance of 25 Å for both of the ligands. Upon inspection of the SMD trajectories, we found that despite the application of a unidirectional force, in some of the pulling events, the ligand bended towards the lid after coming out of the cleft and started interacting with the hydrophobic residues on the lid surface. One example of such a bent path for the C4 ligand is shown in Supplementary  Fig. SI-3 . In reality, this hydrophobic portion of the lid are occupied with the lipid interface that contains several TAG molecules (Rehm et al., 2010) . But the lipid interface was not included in our models for the sake of simplicity, as it is difficult to estimate the actual free energy of lid binding from SMD simulations. As a result, the hydrophobic residues of the lid were available for binding of single TAG molecule, which caused dragging of ligands from the lid surface for an additional 10 Å . The cleft binding of single TAG was distinguished from lid binding because in any case, the binding of single TAG molecule to the catalytic cleft of BTL2 corresponds to the ES complex whereas the lid binding would be related to interfacial activation of the lipase (Rehm et al., 2010) , which was not investigated here. Still, by the availability of the open structure where the catalytic cleft is accessible for substrate binding, we were able to model the binding of the ligands to the catalytic cleft and determined the binding free energy of the ES complexes from the first 15 Å of the SMD extension, which yields 27.2 and 215.2 kcal/mol for the C4 and C8 ligands, respectively.
We note that both ligands had the same configurations for binding of the head group atoms to the catalytic triad ( Supplementary Fig. SI-1 ), but the C8 ligand has four extra hydrocarbons in the binding pocket involved in hydrophobic interactions. This explains the higher affinity of C8 to the catalytic cleft of BTL2 than C4 but there is no experimental evidence for the binding constant of ES complex. Considering that the binding affinity may be overestimated in SMD calculations, especially for larger ligands (Bastug and Kuyucak, 2007a, b; Bastug et al., 2008) , we have profiled PMF for C4 and C8 TAGs at pulling speeds of 10, 5 and 2.5 Å /ns. We observed that the three PMF lines at different speeds were separated by more than 2.5 kcal/mol for C8 ligand while C4 ligand showed only 1 kcal/mol difference between the PMF profiles of 5 and 2.5 Å /ns ( Supplementary Fig. SI-4) , which might indicate a convergent profile for C4 at 5 Å /ns but not for C8. As a result of this, the binding affinity of the wild-type ES complex for both ligands could not be used in the accurate determination of the binding constant of C8 ligand. Therefore, the binding free energy difference between C4 and C8 ligands should be taken as a qualitative estimate rather than a quantitative prediction. Still, this was not an impediment for the ranking of the binding affinity of the ES complex of mutants with respect to wild-type because we were interested in the relative change in activation barrier of mutants with respect to wild-type rather than the absolute values. For this reason, wild-type measurements were used as a reference point to assess the effects of the mutations.
Mutant selections
By inspecting the SMD trajectories of TAGs, one can find the critical BTL2 residues involved in binding of the acyl chains. Positions of the critical residues identified from such a search are shown in Fig. 2A and B for the C4 and C8 ligands. To confirm the importance of these five residues (F17, L57, V175, I320 and L360) in the binding of the TAGs, we show in Fig. 3 the pair distances between these residues and the fourth and fifth carbons of the C4 and C8 TAGs, respectively, as a function of the pulling distance. Persistence and proximity of these contacts may indicate their importance in binding. The pair distance between the catalytic serine and carboxylic ester bond ( Supplementary  Fig. SI-1 ) was used as reference for binding. It seems that all of the selected mutations have been found to be persistent but relatively distant from the fourth carbon of the acyl chains compared with from the fifth carbons (Fig. 3) .
The chain-length selectivity has been considered for many lipases (Joerger and Haas, 1994; Peters et al., 1997; Schmitt et al., 2002; Yang et al., 2002) and related to the hydrophobicity and geometry of the catalytic cleft in the lipase structures (Peters et al., 1997; Pleiss et al., 1998; Gaskin et al., 2001) . To increase the complementarity of the catalytic cleft of BTL2 for C4 over C8, we have considered mutation of the four aliphatic residues (L57, V175, I320 and L360) to phenylalanine which will reduce the volume available for C8 but not C4, and hence decrease the affinity of C8 relative to C4. Phenylalanine substitution at any of these positions would generate a volume restriction in the catalytic cleft while it can still form hydrophobic interactions with the ligands' acyl chains. In this sense, phenylalanine would be an appropriate mutation owing to its capacity to form hydrophobic interactions of the wild-type aliphatic residues but also to create a volume restriction. An opposite mutation was performed for F17 (i.e. F17A) to investigate the effect of volume increase in the cleft. Similarly, two residues from the sn-1 pocket (V175 and I320) are mutated to alanine to test our mutagenesis strategy.
A total of 14 mutant complexes (combination of 7 lipases and 2 ligands) are investigated to analyze the effect of the volume adjustments in all three binding pockets of BTL2. Although the geometry of catalytic triad is highly conserved, that of the binding pockets are highly variable among lipases. The variable composition of the binding pockets generates an elastic environment for the acyl chains at various chain lengths (Pleiss et al., 1998) . Thus, a large number of mutants are required to clarify the function in such variable environments.
Determination of activation barrier for C4 and C8
Catalytic preference, i.e. activation barrier (DDG z T ) depends on the individual binding free energies of ES and ES ‡ complexes (DG S and DG ‡ ) (Fersht, 1985) . With respect to this paradigm, C4/C8 selectivity was determined using the relative change in DDG z T of mutants compared with wild-type for C4 and C8 TAG. DG S and DG ‡ were obtained from computational and experimental methods, respectively. Enhancing tributyrin complementarity to the catalytic cleft of lipase Fig. 3 . The pair distance between fourth and fifth carbons of acyl chains and the selected residues are plotted against the extension in the reaction coordinate. The pairs of atoms used in these distances are illustrated in Fig. 2 . Fig. 4 . PMF profiles of the mutants, F17A, L57F, V175A, V175F, I320A, I320F and L360F are shown for C4 ligands (A), C8 ligand (B) in symbol series and PMF profile of wild-type is plotted in solid line to compare the relative changes in the binding free energy. Five samplings are used to construct mutant PMF profiles. Fig. 2 . Selected mutants and ligands are shown by stick models. The respective distances between the selected side chain atoms of the residues and ligand atoms are in Angstrom units measured for the fourth and fifth carbons of ligand are represented by spheres. Catalytic distance is also shown for S114 residue along with the orientation of the double-bonded oxygen of sn-1 chain towards main chain amide groups of F17 and Q115 that form the oxyanion hole (dashed circle).
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The relative substrate binding free energies (DDG S ) of C4 and C8 were calculated for all lipases using SMD with Jarzynski's equality. PMF profiles for mutant BTL2 are constructed from five pulling SMD trajectories and illustrated in Fig. 4A and B for C4 TAG and C8 TAG, respectively. The relative binding free energies of both TAGs for mutant BTL2s are determined at 15 Å of extension as in wild-type BTL2, and the values are listed in Table I . As seen from Table I , the affinity of C4 has increased for all mutants except for V175F and the affinity of C8 has decreased for all mutants except for I320F. Among them, L360F has the most promising increase in the affinity towards C4.
Titrimetric assays using emulsions of C4 and C8 TAGs were conducted to measure lipase activity by direct titration of the liberated fatty acids ( Table I ). The fold changes in specific activity values with respect to wild-type correspond to relative contribution of mutants to DDG ‡ (Fersht, 1985) . From the values given in Table I , we see that variations in specific activities were negligible, particularly for the mutants F17A, L57F, V175A, I320F, L360F towards C4 and L57F, V175A, V175F, I320F, L360F towards C8, suggesting insignificant contributions of DG ‡ to DDG z T from these mutants (Supplementary Table SI-2) . However, we see more than 3-fold of change in the specific activities of the mutants (V175F, I320A towards C4 and C8; F17A, L360F towards C8). Still, this much change has resulted in only 1 kcal/mol of energy difference in the DDG z T of the same substrate, because DDG ‡ were calculated using the fold changes in the steady-state specific activity measurements of mutants compared with wild-type which corresponds to the logarithmic factor of DDG z T =k B T. One possible explanation for the relatively smaller changes in the DDG ‡ compared with DDG S could be the specific locations of the mutants. Because all mutants were fairly far from the oxyanion hole, where the tetrahedral intermediate is stabilized (Grochulski et al., 1994) , these substitutions might have had less significant effect on the DDG ‡ which is measure of the stability of the tetrahedral intermediate (Fersht, 1985) . Previously, mutants close to the oxyanion hole had shown to greatly affect DDG ‡ while the same mutants had no significant effect on DDG S for a serine protease (Graf et al., 1988) , which has the same reaction mechanism with the lipase (Brady et al., 1990) . In contrast to small changes (,1 kcal/mol) in the DDG ‡ of mutants, variations in the binding free energies of mutant ES complexes were greater (.2 kcal/mol). Thus the relative binding free energy of the ES complex is much more critical than that of ES ‡ for assessing catalytic preference of C4 and C8 TAGs, particularly for the BTL2 mutants considered in this study.
Thermostability of BTL2 and other seven mutants were also analyzed to determine effects of the mutations on thermal stability (not shown) and no significant changes for the thermostability at 50-608C were observed for the mutants compared with wild-type BTL2.
Chain-length selectivity of BTL2 mutants
Chain-length selectivity is determined by the volume and the hydrophobicity of catalytic cleft (Schmitt et al., 2002) . The relative changes of the binding free energy of ES and ES ‡ complex, which were calculated in silico and in vitro, respectively, were used to profile the Gibbs energy diagrams a The binding free energy were calculated by the implementation of SMD with Jarzynski's equality. Errors within are given for 10 pulling trajectories for wild-type and 5 for mutant complexes. b Specific activity (U/mg) of BTL2 and mutants were determined in titrimetric assays at 258C using emulsifications of C4 and C8 at 150 mM. Mean results and errors for two separate measurements are given.
Fig. 5. Gibbs energy diagram of C4 and C8 TAG hydrolysis for each lipase are given and normalized to the level of ES complex formed by BTL2. Binding free energy changes of ES complex (DDG S )are determined using SMD calculations and the binding free energy changes of ES ‡ complex (DDG ‡ ) of the lipases were calculated using the fold-changes in the specific activities of mutants with respect to wild-type.
Enhancing tributyrin complementarity to the catalytic cleft of lipase for the C4 and C8 ligands (Fig. 5) and C4/C8 selectivity in terms of activation barrier DDG z T for C4 relative to that of C8 is also listed in Table II. Among the four mutations carried out in the sn-1 pocket (V175A, V175F, I320A and I320F), I320A and I320F do not have any significant effects on C4/C8 selectivity in terms of activation barrier (Fig. 5) , consistent with our strategy that volume adjustments near I320 should not influence C4 complementarity to catalytic cleft. Moreover, I320A mutant does not affect C8 preference, which indicates that alanine substitution at this position has a null effect on interactions with TAG. Surprisingly, I320F mutant lowers the activation barrier towards C8 (negative DDG z T ) compared with wildtype. It appears that I320F creates a more hydrophobic environment for the acyl chain without restricting the available volume (Fig. 2) , which helps to increase the affinity of C8 of ES complex. Thus, in contrast to our expectations, phenylalanine substitution in I320 is not effective in reducing the cleft volume for C8.
Another residue in the sn-1 pocket, V175, is located in the loop connecting to the N-terminus of a6 helix of lid which is not close to the oxyanion hole (Fig. 2) . The position V175 is investigated in two mutations, V175A and V175F. Comparing the relative affinities of the ES complex formed by V175F (Table I) , we observe a weaker binding of both TAGs to the mutant form than BTL2, resulting in a decrease in the catalytic preference towards both TAGs (Fig. 5 ). It appears that V175F reduces the available volume for both C4 and C8 ligands, and therefore is not very useful for lowering the activation barrier of C4 over C8. For V175A, on the other hand, both the binding affinity and catalytic preference are enhanced for C4 but reduced for C8 (Fig. 5 and Table II ). V175A leads to insignificant volume change in the cleft, and thus is not expected to have an effect on C4/C8 selectivity. The fact that it does indicates that V175 is the optimal residue for C8 at this position-changing it to phenylalanine reduces the volume available to C8 while changing to alanine reduces the hydrophobic interactions. In contrast, V175 appears to be volume limiting for C4 binding, so its mutation to alanine improves the binding affinity.
The mutations are carried out in the sn-3 pocket; F17A and L57F decrease catalytic preference towards C8 and increase it towards C4. For F17A mutation, although a volume increase in the sn-3 pocket is presumed to enlarge cleft volume, the preference towards C8 chains is reduced while it is increased for C4 (Fig. 5) , indicating that F17A actually reduces the stabilization of C8 while slightly increasing it for C4. The chain-length selectivity is changed for L57F similarly but not as pronounced as F17A. Compared with F17, L57 is positioned further from the C8 chains (Fig. 2) , and this explains the less pronounced effect of L57F on C8 binding.
Due to its position in the sn-2 pocket, L360 is not considered to be a critical residue for the catalytic machinery, yet L360F increases the catalytic preference towards C4 the most while slightly reducing it towards C8. We found that, L360F had the highest change (23 kcal/mol) in the C4/C8 selectivity in terms of activation barrier among seven mutants (Table II) . The finding for C8 is consistent with our mutagenesis strategy of restricting the volume available to C8, but the increase in the binding affinity of C4 is unexpected. Clearly phenylalanine provides a more favorable hydrophobic environment for C4 than leucine does. The net result is that L360F provides the most favorable mutation in BTL2 for boosting the enzyme selectivity for C4 over C8.
We have located five positions (F17, L57, I320, V175 and L360) and analyzed them in seven mutations. Among these, L360F stood out with the highest free energy change (23 kcal/ mol) in the C4/C8 selectivity. Therefore, L360F is the most promising variant of BTL2 among the ones used in this study, to lower the activation barrier of C4 hydrolysis while elevating it for C8. However, this does not mean that L360 is alone the most important residue to carry out the selectivity in TAG hydrolysis but it is the most promising variant of BTL2 among the ones used in this study, to lower the activation barrier of C4 hydrolysis while elevating it for C8.
Conclusions
Understanding the catalytic preference in the chain-length selectivity of BTL2 will be useful for applications in industrial sectors using short-chain fatty acids because it has high hydrolytic activity for short chains. In a combined computational/experimental approach, we have analyzed and modified the chain-length selectivity of BTL2. Our results indicate that the L360F mutation will create the most selective enzyme for C4 over C8 in terms of catalytic preference among the cleft mutants analyzed in this study. Further selectivity gains can be achieved by considering multiple mutations, e.g. L360F in combination with F17A or V175A. Because each residue interacts with a different chain, one expects the free energy changes in double mutations to be given by the sum of single mutations.
Our design strategy is based on blocking of C8 acyl chains in mutants using in-silico ES complex models of BTL2. The effect of mutations on C8 binding depends on their relative positions in the cleft (i.e. sn-1, sn-2 and sn-3) and also their relative positions with respect to C8 chains. Moreover, mutations are not in direct contact with the oxyanion hole, and hence the specific activity changes for the mutations slightly influence the catalytic preference. ES complex affinities have a much greater influence on the catalytic preference, and these quantities can be estimated from SMD simulations easily. We note that restricting the volume strategy worked only in some cases, while in some other cases, mutations actually increased the affinity of C4, which was unexpected. This shows the complexity of the problem and reinforces the importance of inspecting each case with the same rigor.
In conclusion, we have proposed a novel approach to analyze and alter substrate selectivity of enzymes in terms of relative changes in the binding free energies of ES and ES ‡ complexes determined from simulations and experiments. The approach used in this study could be applied to other lipases to modify their substrate selectivity and produce tailor-made fatty acids. 
